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				Autonomous Data Management
			
The trend of enterprises storing more and more data in cloud-based database systems requires providers to focus on self-optimization and cost-efficiency to stay competitive. We investigate these topics in two connected lines of research.

 First, we work on in-memory data management concepts. With our in-memory research database Hyrise, we study how high-performance database systems can optimize themselves with the eventual goal of an autonomous operation without the need for human interaction. To advance in this direction, we are working on various topics, such as data tiering on modern storage technologies, data encoding, index selection, and data dependencies.

 The second line of research explores a database system architecture that exploits modern, serverless cloud infrastructure such as Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) platforms to achieve cost-efficiency. With our Skyrise database system, we target the current sweet spot of interactive in-situ analytics on cold data in cloud storage. Skyrise incorporates a number of components from Hyrise and introduces new capabilities to compile and execute queries elastically with cloud functions.









				Teaching
			
We offer lectures, seminars and projects on data management for enterprise applications. For HPI Master's students, we also provide a varity of thesis topics.









				Publications
			
Our research has been published in leading database systems conferences (VLDB, EDBT, ICDE, CIDR, and SIGMOD).
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Rieckenbrauck, N., Weisgut, M., Lindner, D., Rabl, T.: A Three-Tier Buffer Manager Integrating CXL Device Memory for Database Systems. Joint International Workshop on Big Data Management on Emerging Hardware and Data Management on Virtualized Active Systems @ ICDE 2024 (2024).
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@inproceedings{richly2022budgetconscious,
  abstract = {Based on the performance requirements of modern spatio-temporal data mining applications, in-memory database systems are often used to store and process the data. To efficiently utilize the scarce DRAM capacities, modern database systems support various tuning possibilities to reduce the memory footprint (e.g., data compression) or increase performance (e.g., additional indexes). However, the selection of cost and performance balancing configurations is challenging due to the vast number of possible setups consisting of mutually dependent individual decisions.   In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to jointly optimize the compression, sorting, indexing, and tiering configuration for spatio-temporal workloads. Further, we consider horizontal data partitioning, which enables the independent application of different tuning options on a fine-grained level. We propose different linear programming (LP) models addressing cost dependencies at different levels of accuracy to compute optimized tuning configurations for a given workload and memory budgets. To yield maintainable and robust configurations, we extend our LP-based approach to incorporate reconfiguration costs as well as a worst-case optimization for potential workload scenarios. Further, we demonstrate on a real-world dataset that our models allow to significantly reduce the memory footprint with equal performance or increase the performance with equal memory size compared to existing tuning heuristics.},
  author = {Richly, Keven and Schlosser, Rainer and Boissier, Martin},
  booktitle = {Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment},
  keywords = {adm ddds hyrise mboissierselected myown},
  pages = {4079-4092},
  title = {Budget-Conscious Fine-Grained Configuration Optimization for Spatio-Temporal Applications},
  volume = {15 (13)},
  year = 2022
}
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Justen, D.: Cost-efficiency and Performance Robustness in Serverless Data Exchange. Proceedings of the 2022 International Conference on Management of Data (SIGMOD ’22), Student Research Competition. bll. 2506–2508. Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA (2022).
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  author = {Justen, David},
  booktitle = {Proceedings of the 2022 International Conference on Management of Data (SIGMOD ’22), Student Research Competition},
  keywords = {adm skyrise},
  pages = {2506–2508},
  publisher = {Association for Computing Machinery},
  series = {SIGMOD/PODS '22},
  title = {Cost-efficiency and Performance Robustness in Serverless Data Exchange},
  year = 2022
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Boissier, M.: Robust and Budget-Constrained Encoding Configurations for In-Memory Database Systems. Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment. bll. 780–793 (2022).
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@inproceedings{boissier2022robust,
  abstract = {Data encoding has been applied to database systems for decades as it mitigates bandwidth bottlenecks and reduces storage requirements. But even in the presence of these advantages, most in-memory database systems use data encoding only conservatively as the negative impact on runtime performance can be severe. Real-world systems with large parts being infrequently accessed and cost efficiency constraints in cloud environments require solutions that automatically and efficiently select encoding techniques, including heavy-weight compression. In this paper, we introduce workload-driven approaches to automatically determine memory budget-constrained encoding configurations using greedy heuristics and linear programming. We show for TPC-H, TPC-DS, and the Join Order Benchmark that optimized encoding configurations can reduce the main memory footprint significantly without a loss in runtime performance over state-of-the-art dictionary encoding. To yield robust selections, we extend the linear programming-based approach to incorporate query runtime constraints and mitigate unexpected performance regressions.},
  author = {Boissier, Martin},
  booktitle = {Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment},
  keywords = {adm epic mboissierselected},
  number = 4,
  pages = {780-793},
  title = {Robust and Budget-Constrained Encoding Configurations for In-Memory Database Systems},
  volume = 15,
  year = 2022
}
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Bodner, T., Pietz, T., Bollmeier, L.J., Ritter, D.: Doppler: Understanding Serverless Query Execution. Proceedings of the SIGMOD Workshop on Big Data in Emergent Distributed Environments. (2022).
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@article{bodner2022doppler,
  abstract = {Analyzing and understanding query processing in distributed, cloud databases is difficult and requires laborious system designs. However, serverless query execution, with its massive amount of small, ad-hoc, short-lived, and ephemeral query processors, is even more challenging. To meet this challenge and materialize the economic benefits of serverless computing, systems have to be serverless themselves. We demonstrate Doppler, a serverless system designed to trace serverless data processing systems with a minimal cost and performance overhead and provide a deep understanding of their query execution. We highlight Doppler’s features and capabilities through a proof-of-concept implementation with the serverless data processing system Skyrise.},
  author = {Bodner, Thomas and Pietz, Tobias and Bollmeier, Lars Jonas and Ritter, Daniel},
  journal = {Proceedings of the SIGMOD Workshop on Big Data in Emergent Distributed Environments},
  keywords = {adm skyrise},
  title = {Doppler: Understanding Serverless Query Execution},
  year = 2022
}
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Kossmann, J., Kastius, A., Schlosser, R.: SWIRL: Selection of Workload-aware Indexes using Reinforcement Learning. 25th International Conference on Extending Database Technology (EDBT 2022). bll. 155–168 (2022).
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@inproceedings{kossmann2022swirl,
  author = {Kossmann, Jan and Kastius, Alexander and Schlosser, Rainer},
  booktitle = {25th International Conference on Extending Database Technology (EDBT 2022)},
  keywords = {adm ddds epic},
  pages = {155-168},
  title = {SWIRL: Selection of Workload-aware Indexes using Reinforcement Learning},
  year = 2022
}
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Kossmann, J., Lindner, D., Naumann, F., Papenbrock, T.: Workload-driven, Lazy Discovery of Data Dependencies for Query Optimization. Proceedings of the Conference on Innovative Data Systems Research (CIDR) (2022).
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  booktitle = {Proceedings of the Conference on Innovative Data Systems Research (CIDR)},
  keywords = {adm data dependencies hyrise myown optimization query},
  title = {Workload-driven, Lazy Discovery of Data Dependencies for Query Optimization},
  year = 2022
}
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Richly, K., Schlosser, R., Boissier, M.: Joint Index, Sorting, and Compression Optimization for Memory-Efficient Spatio-Temporal Data Management. 37th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, ICDE 2021, Chania, Greece, April 19-22, 2021. bll. 1901–1906 (2021).
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@inproceedings{richly2021joint,
  abstract = {The wide distribution of location-acquisition technologies has led to large volumes of spatio-temporal data, which are the foundation for a broad spectrum of applications. Based on these applications' performance requirements, in-memory databases are used to store and process the data. As DRAM capacities are limited and expensive, modern database systems apply various configuration optimizations (e.g., compression) to reduce the memory footprint. The selection of cost and performance balancing configurations is challenging due to the vast amount of possible setups consisting of mutually dependent individual decisions. In this paper, we present a linear programming approach to determine fine-grained configuration decisions for spatio-temporal workloads. By dividing the data into partitions of fixed size, we can apply the compression, sorting, and index selections on a fine-grained level to reflect spatio-temporal access patterns. Our approach jointly optimizes these configurations to maximize performance under a given memory budget. We demonstrate on a real-world dataset that models specifically optimized for spatio-temporal data characteristics allow us to reduce the memory footprint (up to 60% by equal performance) and increase the performance (up to 80% by equal memory size) compared to established rule-based heuristics.},
  author = {Richly, Keven and Schlosser, Rainer and Boissier, Martin},
  booktitle = {37th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, ICDE 2021, Chania, Greece, April 19-22, 2021},
  keywords = {adm ddds epic mboissierselected myown},
  pages = {1901-1906},
  title = {Joint Index, Sorting, and Compression Optimization for Memory-Efficient Spatio-Temporal Data Management},
  year = 2021
}


	9.
Halfpap, S., Schlosser, R.: Memory-Efficient Database Fragment Allocation for Robust Load Balancing when Nodes Fail. 37th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, ICDE 2021, Chania, Greece, April 19-22, 2021. bll. 1811–1816 (2021).
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@inproceedings{noauthororeditor2021memoryefficient,
  author = {Halfpap, Stefan and Schlosser, Rainer},
  booktitle = {37th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, ICDE 2021, Chania, Greece, April 19-22, 2021},
  keywords = {adm ddds epic},
  pages = {1811&ndash;1816},
  title = {Memory-Efficient Database Fragment Allocation for Robust Load Balancing when Nodes Fail},
  year = 2021
}
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Kossmann, J., Boissier, M., Dubrawski, A., Heseding, F., Mandel, C., Pigorsch, U., Schneider, M., Schniese, T., Sobhani, M., Tsayun, P., Wille, K., Perscheid, M., Uflacker, M., Plattner, H.: A Cockpit for the Development and Evaluation of Autonomous Database Systems. 37th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, ICDE. bll. 2685–2688 (2021).
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@inproceedings{kossmann2021cockpit,
  abstract = {Databases are highly optimized complex systems with a multitude of configuration options. Especially in cloud scenarios with thousands of database deployments, determining optimized database configurations in an automated fashion is of increasing importance for database providers. At the same time, due to increased system complexity, it becomes more challenging to identify well-performing configurations. Therefore, research interest in autonomous or self-driving database systems has increased enormously in recent years. Such systems promise both performance improvements and cost reductions. In the literature, various fully or partially autonomous optimization mechanisms exist that optimize single aspects, e.g., index selection. However, database administrators and developers often distrust autonomous approaches, and there is a lack of practical experimentation opportunities that could create a better understanding. Moreover, the interplay of different autonomous mechanisms under complex workloads remains an open question. The presented cockpit enables an interactive assessment of the impact of autonomous components for database systems by comparing (autonomous) systems with different configurations side by side. Thereby, the cockpit enables users to build trust in autonomous solutions by experimenting with such technologies and observing their effects in practice.},
  author = {Kossmann, Jan and Boissier, Martin and Dubrawski, Alexander and Heseding, Fabian and Mandel, Caterina and Pigorsch, Udo and Schneider, Max and Schniese, Til and Sobhani, Mona and Tsayun, Petr and Wille, Katharina and Perscheid, Michael and Uflacker, Matthias and Plattner, Hasso},
  booktitle = {37th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, ICDE},
  keywords = {adm autonomous database hyrise in-memory_database mboissierselected myown self-driving self-managing},
  pages = {2685-2688},
  title = {A Cockpit for the Development and Evaluation of Autonomous Database Systems},
  year = 2021
}
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Kossmann, J., Papenbrock, T., Naumann, F.: Data dependencies for query optimization: a survey. VLDB Journal. (2021).
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@article{kossmann2021dependenciesepic,
  author = {Kossmann, Jan and Papenbrock, Thorsten and Naumann, Felix},
  journal = {VLDB Journal},
  keywords = {adm data dependencies hyrise optimization query},
  title = {Data dependencies for query optimization: a survey},
  year = 2021
}
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Bodner, T.: Elastic Query Processing on Function as a Service Platforms. Proceedings of the VLDB PhD Workshop. (2020).
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@article{bodner2020elastic,
  abstract = {Modern analytics workloads are not predictable anymore and require database systems to be able to adapt to their performance demands and cost constraints in an instant. Existing database architectures, however, are incapable of meeting this degree of elastic scalability. For this reason, we propose a novel architecture based on function as a service platforms. This architecture and the concepts surrounding it are being implemented in our research prototype Skyrise.},
  author = {Bodner, Thomas},
  journal = {Proceedings of the VLDB PhD Workshop},
  keywords = {adm skyrise},
  title = {Elastic Query Processing on Function as a Service Platforms},
  year = 2020
}
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Kossmann, J., Halfpap, S., Jankrift, M., Schlosser, R.: Magic mirror in my hand, which is the best in the land? An Experimental Evaluation of Index Selection Algorithms. Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment. bll. 2382–2395 (2020).
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@inproceedings{DBLP:journals/pvldb/Kossmann,
  author = {Kossmann, Jan and Halfpap, Stefan and Jankrift, Marcel and Schlosser, Rainer},
  booktitle = {Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment},
  keywords = {adm ddds hyrise index_selection self-driving},
  pages = {2382-2395},
  title = {Magic mirror in my hand, which is the best in the land? An Experimental Evaluation of Index Selection Algorithms},
  volume = {13 (11)},
  year = 2020
}
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Dreseler, M., Boissier, M., Rabl, T., Uflacker, M.: Quantifying TPC-H Choke Points and Their Optimizations. Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment. bll. 1206–1220 (2020).
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@inproceedings{dreseler2020quantifying,
  author = {Dreseler, Markus and Boissier, Martin and Rabl, Tilmann and Uflacker, Matthias},
  booktitle = {Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment},
  keywords = {adm hyrise mboissierselected},
  number = 8,
  pages = {1206-1220},
  title = {Quantifying TPC-H Choke Points and Their Optimizations},
  volume = 13,
  year = 2020
}
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Halfpap, S.: Efficient Scale-Out Using Query-Driven Workload Distribution and Fragment Allocation. Proceedings of the VLDB 2019 PhD Workshop co-located with the 45th International Conference on Very Large Databases (VLDB 2019) (2019).
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@inproceedings{halfpap2019efficient,
  author = {Halfpap, Stefan},
  booktitle = {Proceedings of the {VLDB} 2019 PhD Workshop co-located with the 45th International Conference on Very Large Databases {(VLDB} 2019)},
  keywords = {adm in-memory_database replication},
  title = {Efficient Scale-Out Using Query-Driven Workload Distribution and Fragment Allocation},
  year = 2019
}
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Dreseler, M., Kossmann, J., Boissier, M., Klauck, S., Uflacker, M., Plattner, H.: Hyrise Re-engineered: An Extensible Database System for Research in Relational In-Memory Data Management. 22nd International Conference on Extending Database Technology (EDBT). bll. 313–324 (2019).
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@inproceedings{dreseler2018,
  author = {Dreseler, Markus and Kossmann, Jan and Boissier, Martin and Klauck, Stefan and Uflacker, Matthias and Plattner, Hasso},
  booktitle = {22nd International Conference on Extending Database Technology (EDBT)},
  keywords = {adm hyrise mboissierselected myown},
  month = 3,
  pages = {313-324},
  title = {Hyrise Re-engineered: An Extensible Database System for Research in Relational In-Memory Data Management},
  year = 2019
}
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Kossmann, J.: Self-Driving: From General Purpose to Specialized DBMSs. Proceedings of the VLDB 2018 PhD Workshop co-located with the 44th International Conference on Very Large Databases (VLDB 2018), Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, Aug 27-31, 2018 (2018).
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@inproceedings{DBLP:conf/vldb/Kossmann18,
  abstract = {Large data sets, variable workloads of high complexity, and flexible cloud infrastructure make the administration of database systems at the same time more challenging and more important. In the future, self-driving database systems will utilize workload-driven optimization and machine learning techniques to generate forecasts of future workloads, decide upon which actions to take to process workloads most efficiently and to incorporate knowledge from past decisions into future ones without human intervention. But database systems are typically not designed having such capabilities in mind. We propose the architecture of a generalized framework that enables seamless integration of self-driving capabilities into database systems. Thereby, general-purpose database systems can transform themselves into systems tailored to a specific use case. Furthermore, we present our scalable approach to finding solutions for large problem instances of a physical design challenge, i.e., the index selection problem. Both concepts have been implemented and partly evaluated with real-world data on the research database system Hyrise.},
  author = {Kossmann, Jan},
  booktitle = {Proceedings of the {VLDB} 2018 PhD Workshop co-located with the 44th International Conference on Very Large Databases {(VLDB} 2018), Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, Aug 27-31, 2018.},
  keywords = {adm myown},
  title = {Self-Driving: From General Purpose to Specialized DBMSs},
  year = 2018
}
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Boissier, M.: Reducing the Footprint of Main Memory HTAP Systems: Removing, Compressing, Tiering, and Ignoring Data. PhD Workshop at VLDB. CEUR-WS.org (2018).
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@inproceedings{DBLP:conf/vldb/Boissier18,
  abstract = {Gracefully reducing the main memory footprint (e.g., via compression and data tiering) is an unsolved challenge for HTAP database systems, where most traditional reduction methods are no longer applicable. Since advantages of a reduced footprint are manyfold, the issue is of high importance for main memory-resident databases. In this paper, we present our work on Hyrise and discuss how we break down this challenge into three aspects in order to reduce the main memory consumption without losing the performance advantage of in-memory databases. First, we reduce existing allocations by efficiently selecting indices and workload-driven compression configurations for table data. Second, we use hybrid table layouts to tier data with minimal impacts on the runtime performance. Third, we employ data structures that efficiently eliminate unnecessary accesses to secondary storage. As an outlook, we depict our vision to eventually unite these aspects in a holistic footprint optimization.},
  author = {Boissier, Martin},
  booktitle = {PhD Workshop at VLDB},
  keywords = {adm myown},
  month = 8,
  publisher = {CEUR-WS.org},
  series = {{CEUR} Workshop Proceedings},
  title = {Reducing the Footprint of Main Memory HTAP Systems: Removing, Compressing, Tiering, and Ignoring Data},
  volume = 2175,
  year = 2018
}
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            Christopher Hagedorn Successfully Defended His PhD Thesis
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                | Last Trends and Concepts course of Prof. Hasso Plattner

            After more than 20 years of teaching, our founder and benefactor Prof. Hasso Plattner visited the HPI this week for his …
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                | Jan Kossmann Successfully Defended His PhD Thesis

            Last week, Jan Kossmann another PhD student of our EPIC group successfully defended his thesis on the topic of …
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                | Paper on Data Tiering in Hyrise Published in BTW Proceedings

            Our latest paper on data tiering in Hyrise "Workload-Driven Data Placement for Tierless In-Memory Database Systems" by …
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            Our report “Enterprise Platform and Integration Concepts Research at HPI” has been published in the December issue of …
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                | Günter Hesse Successfully Defended His PhD Thesis
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                | Successful PhD Defense by Markus Dreseler

            Markus Dreseler has successfully defended his PhD thesis on Automatic Tiering for In-Memory Database Systems.
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"A Course in In-Memory Data Management" by Prof. Dr. h.c. Hasso Plattner. This book is the culmination of six years work of in-memory research. As such, it provides the technical foundation for combined transactional and analytical workloads inside one single database as well as examples of new applications that are now possible given the availability of the new technology. The book is available at Springer.
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